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ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Widget is a pretty, dilute calico. She is very untrusting of 

humans and rarely lets us touch her. Upon approach she 

hisses, but in the rare instances when she allows us to 

touch her and we can get to her chin, she loves her chin 

scratched.  Widget gets along very well with other cats, 

and her shelter roommates all seem to really flock to her.  

Widget was diagnosed with severe stomatitis, and it was 

suggested that her teeth be removed. She had a full 

mouth extraction, however it does not affect her health. 

She is able to eat a normal diet of dry food and it has not 

affected her appetite. Widget could even benefit from a 

diet as she is a bit overweight at this point. If Widget were 

to ever be adopted by a very special person who 

understands her needs, it would need to be by an 

experienced cat owner who understands that Widget will 

most likely always possess the current personality that she 

has now, and will mostly just exist in your home with very 

little interaction with her human family. A quiet home with 

no children and no doggos is required. \n\nHer estimated 

date of birth is 7/7/13.\n\n**All adoptable cats/kittens are 

fully vetted at the time of adoption. Our adoption donation 

fee of $115 includes the following:\n\n      - Spay/

neuter\n      - Rabies vaccine (if 12 weeks or older)\n      - 

FVRCP vaccine series \n      - Leukemia vaccine\n      - 

Combo blood test for FIV and Leukemia\n      - Microchip 

(including lifetime registration)\n      - Flea treatment\n      - 

Parasite treatment \n\n**We also offer a discount if you 

adopt two kitties together!**
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